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For Nissan Sx S13 S14 2. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only.
Double silicone insulated to withstand high voltage and power. Heavy duty boots to withstand
high current and resist arcing. Compatible with internal or external coil packs. Heavily insulated
so will not make radio noise. Smog legal. Shipping Charges will include handling charges and
insurance. Canada and International Countries International Buyers - Please Note: Import
duties, taxes and charges are not included in the item price or shipping charges. These charges
are the buyer's responsibility. Please check with your country's customs office to determine
what these additional costs will be prior to bidding or buying. We cannot mark merchandise
values below value or mark items as "gifts" - US and International Government Regulations
prohibit such behavior. Tracking numbers or shipping confirmation numbers will be emailed
after they are processed. Tracking numbers are also available upon request by contacting us
through the eBay message system. We do not offer local pick ups for any orders made through
eBay. The customer is responsible for making any changes prior to purchasing. Once order is
placed we will no longer make any changes for shipping information. Order processing is done
during normal business hours Monday - Friday. Please understand if you order the item after
the processing hours, we will continue processing it the next available business day. Orders
placed on weekends and holidays will be processed the follow business day. All orders require
up to business days for processing in which a valid tracking number will be uploaded into eBay.
Please allow time for the tracking number to be updated within those business days. Shipping
couriers are subjected to change based on the package size. N from our customer service
representatives before returning a product. Merchandise return without R. N will not be
accepted and may be subject to a reinstating fee. Please write the R. N clearly on the packing
slip to be returned with the package along with your name. Please attach a written explanation
and your contact phone number with the return package. The R. N does not imply replacement
or refund, but only to inspect the merchandise base on your claim after its return. Please also
include a photo copy of your invoice showing the invoice number It is recommend for customer
to get the package insured and a tracking number on the return It is the responsibility of the
customer to repack the items for the return. Items will not be refunded if it is not returned in its
original condition. If an item is purchased incorrectly, it is the responsibility of the buyer to
return the item. Return labels are not given to return these items. For exchanges if an item is
purchased incorrectly, the buyer must return the item and pay for a reshipping fee in order to
ship out a new item. If a refund is requested, the only the item cost will be refunded and may be
subject to a reinstating fee depending on the shipping costs. By bidding on the item, the buyer
agrees to the return policy explained in this section. We do not offer local pick-ups. All items are
shipped directly from our supplier. Replacements will not be sent until the claim is approved.
Please contact us for more information. Free shipping items are not eligible for discounts.
Instructions are not included unless stated in the description. Professional Installation
Suggested on all items sold in our store. We are retailers of the parts and are not trained
technicians. We can provide minimal support, but we will try our best to help. NOTE : All of
turbo parts and performance may require slight modification in order to fits perfectly. Please
contact us before hand in order to get more information on this. The Manufacturer, Distributor,
and retailer will not be held responsible for using this item other than specified above. Skip to
main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add
to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information epartsgogo Contact seller. Visit
store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. List price:. What does this
price mean? You save:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject
to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. La Puente, California,
United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated
between Wed. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid

in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from
this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by epartsgogo. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to
Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges
at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 50 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers
for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more.
Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
Communication is very important and we will try our best to assist all our customers with any
concerns. Have a question? Please do not hesitate to send us a message through the ebay
messaging system or Click Here and we will reply to your message. We are closed during the
weekend and holidays and cannot respond to emails during those times but will respond as
soon as we return. Questions are answered in the order they arrive as quickly as possilble. If
you have a problem about your shipment, please email us to resolve your issues before leaving
feedback. Orders will be processed and shipped out within business days after payment has
cleared. Both TX and CA are subject to sales tax. Insufficient shipping information will delay the
order process so please read the invoice carefully during checkout. Make sure that the shipping
information is correct to avoid delays. Reinstating Fee will apply for all returned items due to
insufficient information. International Priority Shipping. The CG engine is a 1. It is an aluminum
DOHC valve design. All engines featured multi-point fuel injection. This compact, reliable,
lightweight and fuel-efficient motor has also found life in many Nissan Forklift models. The 1.
This engine, although considered a 1. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle
engine. Nissan Motor Company. Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Archived from the
original on Retrieved Archived from the original on 12 September Retrieved 11 October Ultimate
Specs. Categories : Nissan engines Automotive part stubs Inline-four engines Gasoline engines
by model. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short
description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles
with unsourced statements from September All stub articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. DOHC 4 valves x cyl. Multi-point fuel
injection. MPFI [5]. MPFI [7]. Straight-3 HR UD. This article about an automotive part or
component is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. The Ford Escape is one of our
favorite small crossover utility vehicles, thanks to athletic driving dynamics, an inviting cabin
and useful high-tech features. A compact crossover typically stands out among its peers about
as much as an Emperor penguin does while chilling on an ice floe with a hundred or so of his
mates. Yet the Ford Escape manages to not only distinguish itself with its chiseled good looks,
but also garner critical praise thanks to its sharp handling, comfortable seating and high-end
interior touches. Based on the same platform as the Focus, this Ford shares its smaller sibling's
solid build quality, versatility and athletic demeanor. There's also a choice of no fewer than
three engines: the base 2. Of the latter, one displaces 1. That welcoming cabin we spoke of is
furnished with high-quality materials and some impressive standard features, such as a
rearview camera, an iPod interface and Ford's Sync voice-control system. We'd suggest opting
for the slick-looking though occasionally finicky MyFord Touch electronics interface that not
only makes the Ford Escape feel like a more expensive car, but is also superior to the standard
interface of form-over-function buttons under a smallish display screen. We'd avoid getting too
enthusiastic about other options, though, as selecting too many can push this Ford's price
above its direct rivals. Keep the available equipment level reasonable, though, and the Escape
still represents solid value in this class. There are other, excellent choices in this segment,
though, which is a main reason why the Escape ultimately receives a "B" rating from the

Edmunds editors. The "A"-rated Honda CR-V and Toyota RAV4 may not be as handsome nor
offer the same engine selection as the Escape, but they're both roomier inside and enjoy better
reputations for reliability. The sporty Mazda CX-5 is also worth a look, as its sporty driving
dynamics and excellent fuel economy help it also earn an A. The Escape's not that far behind,
though, and we certainly recommend it, in no small part because of how pleasantly it stands out
from the crowd. Upgrading to the SE adds inch alloy wheels, the 1. The optional SE
Convenience package adds roof rails, rear parking sensors, dual-zone automatic climate
control, a volt household-style power outlet, an 8-inch touchscreen with the MyFord Touch
electronics interface, upgraded Sync services including smartphone app integration and a
nine-speaker sound system. Picking the Leather Comfort package gets you heated mirrors,
leather upholstery, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, and heated front seats.
Also available as individual options are inch wheels, the parking sensors, remote ignition, a
panoramic sunroof, a power liftgate, a cargo cover and a navigation system. At the top of the
line, the Titanium combines the content of the SE Convenience and Leather Comfort packages
plus inch wheels, remote ignition, keyless ignition and entry, the power liftgate with hands-free
operation , ambient interior lighting, an eight-way power-adjustable passenger seat with power
lumbar , driver memory settings, an auto-dimming rearview mirror and a Sony speaker sound
system with HD Radio. Options include a Titanium Technology package xenon headlights,
blind-spot monitoring, cross-traffic alert, automatic wipers and an automated parallel-parking
system , inch alloy wheels and the panoramic sunroof and navigation system. The Ford Escape
differs from its competitors by offering three engine choices. A six-speed automatic
transmission and front-wheel drive FWD are standard across the board, with all but the S
available with all-wheel drive AWD. All boast impressive EPA fuel economy numbers. Fuel
economy estimates for the 2. The SE and Titanium come standard with a turbocharged 1. In
Edmunds performance testing, a front-wheel-drive Escape 1. Optional on the SE and Titanium
trims is a turbocharged 2. Properly equipped, an Escape with the 2. Antilock disc brakes,
traction and stability control, front-seat side airbags, a driver knee airbag and full-length side
curtain airbags are standard on the Ford Escape. Ford's MyKey which allows owners to set
vehicle parameters for younger drivers , a rearview camera and blind-spot mirrors are also
standard. Rear parking sensors are optional on the S and SE and standard on the Titanium. A
blind-spot warning system with cross-traffic alert is optional on the Titanium. In Edmunds brake
testing, an Escape SE 1. In government crash tests, the Escape earned an overall rating of four
stars out of a possible five , with four stars for total frontal-impact crash protection and five
stars for total side-impact protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave the
Escape a top score of "Good" in its moderate-overlap frontal-offset, side-impact and
roof-strength tests. The Escape's seat and head restraint design was also rated "Good" for
whiplash protection in rear impacts, but it received the lowest score of "Poor" in the Institute's
new small-overlap frontal-offset test. Blessed with quick steering, relatively sharp reflexes and
an advanced all-wheel-drive system, the Ford Escape provides sporty handling and traction
through turns. Overall, it's one of the better-handling small crossovers available. These abilities
don't come at the expense of ride comfort either, as the Escape maintains a stable, isolated
demeanor over bumps and when cruising on the highway. Performance ranges from average
with the 2. Although most owners will be perfectly content with the acceleration and fuel
economy they get with the 1. It pulls the Escape up steady grades without breaking a sweat,
whereas the 1. The good news is that the turbocharged engines are equally quiet and smooth.
Up front in the cabin the Escape provides a pair of well-shaped, generously padded seats that
ensure proper comfort and support. Materials and overall fit and finish are excellent. The
gauges are large and easily read. But while most controls are intuitive, those for the climate
system are awkwardly located down low, and the standard infotainment interface of
form-over-function buttons and a smallish screen isn't especially user-friendly. The optional
MyFord Touch touchscreen system is better, and although still a bit finicky to use at times, it
does a good job of controlling the car's various audio, phone and navigation functions and
nicely complements the Sync voice controls. There's a competitive amount of room inside the
Escape, even in the reclining rear seat, which has plenty of head- and legroom. The wide front
seats are generously padded, with ample adjustment and good seatback bolstering. Storage
space for smaller items in the front cabin is lacking compared to its rivals especially the Honda
CR-V , but cargo space behind the rear seats measures a competitive Flipping the rear seats
down via a one-touch lever opens capacity up to A helpful option on the Escape is the
hands-free power liftgate that opens with a wave of your foot under the rear bumper as long as
you have the key somewhere on you. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research

the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford Escape. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Escape lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Occasionally frustrating electronics interfaces lack of interior storage cubbies. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Options on the S include remote start, roof rails, rear privacy glass and rear parking
sensors. Read more. Write a review See all 71 reviews. First off, I have the 2. So far it is
everything I could have hoped for. Plenty of very comfortable room inside for me and my dogs,
terrific ride and I'm averaging a between MPG combined. Yes, like everyone else I had some
issues with the SYNC system but once I figured out what it required from me it's been
trouble-free. You can't force it to work a certain way just because you want it to. I'm looking
forward to driving it in the snow and expect I won't be disappointed. It's great in the snow,even
without snow tires. One tip, if you're driving in the snow turn the traction control off. The AWD
works better with it off. I have over miles on the car and I'm as happy with it now as I was when I
bought it. Update to my update- and still absolutely trouble free. Updated to my updated updatemiles, still an awesome car. Great in all weather, hardly any rattles, everything still works.
Update to end all updates- , and still going strong. My only gripe is the hoops you have to jump
through to change driving lights, parking lights and front turn signals. You have to remove the
tire and the screws holding the fender well on and reach in. The underside is sealed so that's
the only access. I'd still own another one in a heartbeat. Read less. Granted, I am probably more
stringent with my maintenance on this vehicle. I use only full synthetic and run premium fuel for
starters. The Escape now has about 54, trouble free miles. Still solid,no squeaks or rattles. The
2. Confident in passing up hills, along with entering onto freeways. I tow a small trailer full of
rock or dirt with no issues. This is my 4th Escape since its introduction and all have performed
flawlessly. Take care of your vehicles and any vehicle will last. This car is really fun to drive! It
handles great and the 2. I live in Colorado and the crowd-race to the tunnel is effortless, from
both sides. The interior creature comforts are better than I deserve and it is obvious that careful
thought went into everything. My shopping advise would be to decide on the exact model, color,
and features that you want then go to the Ford website and find dealers with that car in stock
then start email conversations with their internet sales managers. You will be able to tell who is
hungry. See all 71 reviews of the Used Ford Escape. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Escape. Sign Up. Need for
Speed: Carbon features three performance Tiers with one being the lowest performing, two
being mediocre performing and three being the highest performing. Vehicles are also split into
three different classes: Exotic, Muscle, and Tuner. Each class features different performance
attributes:. Stock vehicles can be purchased in career mode for their respective prices, but are
each unlocked by different means depending on the player's starting vehicle. Custom vehicles
are unlocked by completing career mode goals and completing Reward Cards. They cannot be
purchased in career mode. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a
Wiki. Do you like this video? Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter
GalaxyQuest. Tuner Most responsive handling and greatest amount of grip at the expense of
top speed. Top Speed. Camaro SS. Corvette Z Challenger Concept. Charger SRT8. Viper SRT
Mustang GT. Mazda Mazdaspeed3. CLK SL65 AMG. Eclipse GT. Lancer Evolution IX. Skyline
GT-R. HEMI 'Cuda. Carrera GT. Cayman S. Clio V6. Monaro VXR. Golf R Palmont DT1. Le Mans
quattro. M3 GTR. Camaro Concept. Chevelle SS. Shelby GT IS Europa S. Zonda F. Palmont FD1.
Palmont PD1. Palmont PD2. Road Runner. Pontiac GTO. Corolla GT-S. If you want to upgrade
your Import you've come to the right place! We have a huge selection of parts for Import , all at
deep discount prices, and all backed by our industry leading service. We can help you choose
the parts for your Import based on your individual budget and goals. We conduct extensive
research to make sure you are getting the best part for your money. If you have any questions
do not hesitate to call in or email for assistance. The following is a list of Import vehicles we are
currently supporting more vehicles added periodically. If you do not see your car in the list,
email or give us a call since we can order any part you need. Clicking through any of the links
below will begin to put your car in the garage by loading in the make and model. Puting a car in

the garage will customize the entire site to your specific Import! Parts Categories. Model Select
Make first. Year Select Model first. All Import Parts Catalogs. Featured Parts for your Import.
Loading Featured Parts for your Import. Parts for Acura CL. Parts for Acura ILX. Parts for Acura
Integra. Parts for Acura NSX. Parts for Acura RSX. Parts for Acura TL. Parts for Acura TLX.
Parts for Acura TSX. Parts for Honda Accord. Parts for Honda Accord Hybrid. Parts for Honda
Civic. Parts for Honda Civic Hybrid. Parts for Honda CRX. Parts for Honda CRZ. Parts for Honda
Del Sol. Parts for Honda Element. Parts for Honda Fit. Parts for Honda Prelude. Parts for Honda
S Parts for Hyundai Elantra. Parts for Hyundai Elantra GT. Parts for Hyundai Genesis. Parts for
Hyundai Tiburon. Parts for Hyundai Veloster. Parts for Infiniti G Parts for Infiniti Q Parts for Kia
Forte. Parts for Kia Optima. Parts for Kia Soul. Parts for Kia Stinger. Parts for Lexus IS t. Parts
for Lexus IS Parts for Lexus ISF. Parts for Lexus RC t. Parts for Lexus RC Parts for Lexus RCF.
Parts for Mazda Miata MX5. Parts for Mazda Protege. Parts for Mazda Protege5. Parts for Mazda
RX7. Parts for Mazda RX8. Parts for Mitsubishi GT. Parts for Mitsubishi Eclipse. Parts for
Mitsubishi Galant. Parts for Mitsubishi Lancer. Parts for Mitsubishi Lancer Evo. Parts for Nissan
SX. Parts for Nissan ZX. Parts for Nissan Z. Parts for Nissan Altima. Parts for Nissan Altima
Hybrid. Parts for Nissan Cube. Parts for Nissan GTR. Parts for Nissan Juke. Parts for Nissan
Maxima. Parts for Nissan Sentra. Parts for Nissan Versa. Parts for Scion FRS. Parts for Scion iA.
Parts for Scion iM. Parts for Scion iQ. Parts for Scion tC. Parts for Scion xB. Parts for Scion xD.
Parts for Subaru BRZ. Parts for Subaru Impreza. Parts for Subaru Legacy. Parts for Subaru
WRX. Parts for Toyota Parts for Toyota Camry. Parts for Toyota Camry Hybrid. Parts for Toyota
Celica. Parts for Toyota Corolla. Parts for Toyota Corolla iM. Parts for Toyota Matrix. Parts for
Toyota MR2. Parts for Toyota MR2 Spyder. Parts for Toyota Prius. Parts for Toyota Supra. Parts
for Toyota Yaris. Parts for Toyota Yaris iA. This is the alphabetically sorted list of all parts
categories for Import. Air Intake Filters. Air Suspension. Blow Off Valves. Boost Controllers.
Brake Accessories. Brake Kits. Brake Pads. Brake Rotors. Camber Kits. Catalytic Converters.
Chassis Accessories. Clutch Kits. Cold Air Intakes. Control Arms. Corner Lights. Drive Shafts.
E85 Flex Fuel. Engine Accessories. Engine Internals. Engine Mounts. Exhaust Accessories.
Exhaust Systems. Exterior Accessories. Floor Mats. Fog Lights. Front Lips. Fuel Delivery. Gift
Certificates. Intake Manifolds. Interior Accessories. Light Bulbs. Lug Nuts. Oil Cooler Kits. Other
Exterior Parts. Power Packages. Rear Lips. Shift Knobs. Short Ram Air Intakes. Short Shifters.
Side Skirts. Stabilizer Bars. Steering Wheels. Strut Bars. Suspension Kits. Sway Bars. Tail
Lights. Throttle Bodies. Tie Bars. Wheel Spacers. Window Visors. Shop with Confidence.
Payment Options. Have Questions? Call or email us for prompt and friendly help. Phone: ,
Email: customercare proimporttuners. All Rights Reserved. February 23rd, Contact Us. About
Us. Terms and Conditions. Shop by Brand. Customer Reviews. Loading TrustPilot Reviews. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. If you are looking to get out on the trails, you can
have a lot of fun on the easier routes without spending a ton of money on upgrades Read More.
This extended transfer case handle allows for easy access and operation while allowing shifting
in and out of gear ranges without having to reach down and take your eyes off the road or trail.

They were in fifth place on the scoreboard going into Laughlin. When all was said and done,
they left Laughlin â€” which is located on the banks of the Colorado River at the extreme
southern tip of Nevada â€” in fourth place. The End! That's everything! Check back later for new
products. Close me! My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All. Also in Fasteners and
Hardware - View All. Also in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All. Also in Cooling - View
All. Also in Ignition - View All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View All. Also in Data
Acquisition - View All. Also in Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also in Electrical View All. Also in Engine - View All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also in Nitrous View All. Also in Exhaust - View All. Also in Off-Road - View All. See More. Who was the first to
identify the need, then develop and manufacture that product? Quality performance products
that work! We recommend choosing "UPS Service" as the shipping carrier for urgent orders.
Follow us:. We also offer worldwide same-day shipping to our customers, a competitive price
match policy and a more than knowledgeable sales staff. Specializing in everything from
turbochargers and wastegates to gaskets, bolts and other hardware we are your one stop shop
for adding speed to your ride! Advanced search. Welcome to Extreme PSI. For a limited of time,
we are offering special prices on Walbro lph and lph fuel pumps! Grab them while supplies last!
Click here for more information! Offering best prices and largest selection! Forced Performance
Manifold Sale! Walbro Special - Limited Time Offer! Always in stock! New Bonus Point System!
Turbo Silicone Couplers Sale! Fuel Injector Clinic Sale! Sign Up for our Newsletter! Featured
Products. Buy Now. Best Sellers. New Arrivals. Mishimoto High Pressure 1. ARP "Ver. Shop by
brand. Gift certificates Special offers. Your cart. Cart is empty. Username Password Log in. New
products. Your email: Subscribe. We Ship Worldwide. This site requires JavaScript to function
properly. Please enable JavaScript in your web browser. Universal Universal Parts. Dodge
SRT-4 Toyota Lexus Supra MR2 January 02, 1 Comment. Will fit most aftermarket Add to Cart.
Spoon signature crane graphic screened on left side of mask. Best protect ya'self during these
uncertain times but in style with Spoon Sports new cloth mask. Made from polyester, the We
have been focusing on the type and developing it. I will. The cleaner part is made of polyester
fiber. It provides exceptional filtering efficiency and inhalation volume intake that were
previously impossible to reach altogether by using just cotton filters. Great results achieved
when tested with original settings, showing improved output at mid rotation frequency level.
Protect yourself in style with Rays Official mask polyester mesh cloth mask. Suitable for all
kinds of events, races and Numbered out of Available in black and white colors with matte
finish. While supplies Features Kit includes Super These fog lights feature a K yellow color.
LED's do not use filaments like typical halogen bulbs so they have a long service life and less
frequent maintenance. Low glare and reflector design is easy for oncoming vehicles and
pedestrians. Designed by Honda, so the fitment will be absolutely perfecto. Our powerfully
constructed, 2-piece, forged aluminum calipers with an alumite finish weigh under 6 lbs. All
systems are produced for specific vehicles and include Endless calipers x 2, Endless coated,
stainless-mesh, teflon-tubed, one-of-a-kind swivel steel brake lines x 2, Endless brake pads
street or circuit compound optional x 2, ZEAL Straight-6 slotted disc rotors Unless Otherwise
Noted x 2, and the necessary brackets and adaptors for fitment. Known world wide for their
superior quality parts expertly hand crafted by Artisans in Japan. Painting required. Aluminum
net included. It works great in a high speed race tracks such as Suzuka or Fuji Speedway. Dry
carbon fiber is used for top and bottom parts of the steering wheel and perforated leather for
right and left with red Euro-type stitching. A stunning upgrade in both feel and aesthetics. See
menu for available vehicle applications. So, it should be no surprise that Volk Racing would
release the new ZE The ZE40 is a completely new wheel design with each of its 10 spokes
featuring an aesthetic finish that also helps reduce weight. Those spokes will also feature 4
different concave faces, depending on width and offset of the ZE40 you choose. The wheel
center of the ZE40 incorporates a new overhang design for strength and looks. Widths range
from 8. The ZE40 barrel will include the anti-slip bead knurling learned from Formula 1
competition wheels. So, it should be no Feal is confident that their valving profile will yield a
very comfortable yet great performing ride for your car! Very easy to tune vehicle firmness,
dive, and roll. When ordering this spec, please provide desired spring rate details and valving in
the order comments. Our sole mission is to provide the enthusiast with the best performance
wheel possible, period. Each design is fully optimized with the latest software analysis,
laboratory testing, and real world track use. With over 40 years of combined experience in high
level racing and wheel manufacturing - Titan 7 is poised to deliver wheels that are "Forged for
All". Center cap sold Individually. Sold as a set of 4 wheels. A mono tube double adjustable
damper with adjustable gas pressure, the JRZ RS Pro offers an increased adjustment range
allowing the user to tune the car to their further needs. Digressive blow off allows for a stiff
compression valving while maintaining smooth response. JRZ standard 22mm piston rods

maximize flow to the blow off valve response to great chassis control without using a high
spring rate. The canister can be fixed to the damper for ease of installation. Stiffer cars with
higher levels of power demand the control JRZ can supply. All Voltex products are functional as
well as great looking. Voltex Type 10 is a designed for efficient downforce in a GT Wing. Wing
span is mm and comes It uses existing mounting location for "bolt-on" and ensure enough
ground clearance. On the street, its powerful appeal and functional beauty with its refined
beautiful design and distinct form. The Pole Position N. The "built-in" lumbar support provides
structured support for the lower back that protects against spinal compression in high impact
accidents. Combined with high quality foam the seat is outstandingly comfortable. The bolsters
and deep seat cushion pocket cradle your body. The seat holds you firmly in place preventing
the fatigue and discomfort caused by unwanted movement during aggressive driving
maneuvers. What we have listed is what is now available. The steering wheel has a very high
rigidity which can transfer the accurate information from the vehicle movement. This is the
steering wheel which can provide the driver a very fine tuned maneuvers. In the event that the
track is not in the database then no problem. Solo 2 realizes it and enters into the auto-learning
mode, automatically understands the characteristics of the track and gives the lap time anyway.
In e
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ach of these configurations, Solo 2 gives you the correct information during the test and
powerful data review immediately after each session. The magnet can then be wiped clean with
a rag and will help catch more debris as wear and tear happens inside your engine. By utilizing
strong magnetic force, J's Racing Magnetic Drain Bolts catch iron particles and sludge in your
engine or transmission Designed for both street and track use. This was designed to match the
human skeleton and body shape, and considered for the safety of road driving, circuit driving
and other motorsports. ZETA is the racing comfort model. The shape design with the thigh lifted
prevents the submarine phenomenon a phenomenon in which the occupant sinks in the forward
downward direction during hard braking or collision accident. The seat cushion and thigh
cushion, which are in close contact with the body, have newly adopted molded urethane to
improve comfort and durability for long driving. Recently viewed products.

